






















































































































Vision 10:2022	(1-of-10-in-10) is 
considered fulfilled whenever 
Covenant attains a Top 10 
position in any reputable global 
academic ranking outlet, 
irrespective of the ranking 
methodology.
STRATEGY
• Aim for the Sun and land on the Moon, 
• given that Moon resides in domain Top 10 
WCU.
• This we shall accomplish through the 
instrumentality of ‘Glocalisation’ 
• i.e. benchmarking with established 
(indisputable) World Class Universities, 
while introducing innovations to address 
our local contextual needs.
Approaches to Achieving WCU Status
1. Transition from a predominantly teaching university 
to a research university
2. Proper leadership and vision can drastically improve 
the quality of teaching and research in existing 
research universities.
3. A faster and more effective approach to achieving 
world-class status is by starting new Institutions if the 
following conditions are present from the start:
• Availability of academic talent;
• Availability of financial resources;




§ Gradual realization of an overall Student:Staff
Ratio (SSR) of 10:1 across all programmes
• Strict adherence to established grading 
policy
• Pegging of Undergraduate intake from next 
academic session 
• Strict adherence to all established Senate 
decisions on promotion (or otherwise)
ReCITe Approach	for	
Realization	of	Vision	10:2022
§ Extremely selective academic 
recruitment and progression policy
§ Scientific identification and 
development of Covenant’s core areas 

















ReCITe Approach for 
Realization of Vision 10:2022




•Creation of special section for 
purely research Professors


























































s/n Programme Status Visited Maturity	
1. Accounting Full 2015 2020
2 Banking	&	Finance Full 2017 2022
3 Business	Administration Full 2017 2022
4 Industrial	Relations	&	HRM Full 2017 2022
5 Marketing Full 2017 2022
6 English Full 2017 2022
7 Mass	Communication Full 2015 2020
8 Psychology Interim 2017 2019
9 Sociology Full 2015 2020
10 Demography	&	Social	Statistics Full 2015 2020
11 Economics Full 2015 2020
12 International	Relations Full 2015 2020
13 Policy	and	Strategic	Studies Full 2017 2022
14 Political	Science Full 2015 2020
15 Chemical	Engineering Full 2017 2022
16 Civil	Engineering Full 2017 2022
s/n Programme Status Visited Maturity	
17 Computer	Engineering Full 2015 2020
18 Electrical	&	Electronics	Engineering Full 2017 2022
19 Information	&	Comm.	Engrg. Full 2017 2022
20 Mechanical	Engineering Full 2017 2022
21 Petroleum	Engineering Full 2017 2022
22 Architecture Interim 2017 2019
23 Building	Technology Full 2015 2020
24 Estate	Management Full 2017 2022
25 Biochemistry Full 2015 2020
26 Biology Full 2017 2022
27 Microbiology Full 2015 2020
28 Industrial	Chemistry Full 2017 2022
29 Computer	Science Full 2017 2022
30 Management	Information	System Full 2017 2022
31 Industrial	Mathematics Full 2017 2022
32 Industrial	Physics Full 2017 2022
Accreditation	
Status

Comparative	Analysis	of	Graduating	Class	Results	since	2013
GLOBAL	RANKING
Times	Higher	Education
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